The arousal-performance relationship was investigated within a social facilitation experiment, in which two major task dimensions (cognitivemotor and difficulty) were manipulated and two arousal measures (palmar sweat and self-reports) were taken. Subjects (75 male and 75 female introductory psychology students) were randomly assigned to one of five audience conditions and one of three task difficulty levels. Each subject performed three tasks, which varied as to cognitive and motor requirements, under a uniform difficulty level No significant differences were found on any arousal or performance measure due to the audience manipulation, Females were found to be more aroused by the audiences than males, on both arousal measures. When self-reported arousal scores were quintiled to create five post hoc arousal conditions, significant interactions between these conditions and task difficulty level were obtained for both the cognitive and motor tasks. (No significant differences were found using quintiled palmar sweat scores.) On the basis o f the similar pattern of these interactions, it was concluded that the inverted-U function was obtained only on high-difficulty tasks.
The effect of arousal on performance has long been a prime research topic. With Zajonc's (1965) theory of social facilitation, investigators of the effects of the presence of an audience on an individual's performance joined with those interested in physiological processes and related areas in active exploration of the arousal-performance relationship.
Zajonc (1965) concluded that the presence of an audience serves to increase the probability of the dominant response, i.e., social facilitation or inhibition. The form of this relationship between the level of arousal and 'John Bargh is now affiliated with the University of Michigan. ~Requests for reprints should be addressed to Mr. John A. Bargh, 3023 Institute for Social Research, Box 1248, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. 243 task performance is assumed to be increasing monotonic; i.e., as drive increases, so does performance. This is the drive theory hypothesis.
Other theorists claim that the shape of the function between arousal and performance is an inverted U (the inverted-U hypothesis). That is, there exists a certain level of arousal which facilitates optimal performance, and greater or lesser levels result in poorer performance (Innes & Young, 1975; Katahn, Blanton, & Gipson, 1967; Martens & Landers, 1972; Sorce & Fouts, 1973; Stennett, 1957) . The concept of arousal is postulated to be an intermediate link between the effect of the presence of others and an individual's performance. The drive theory hypothesis states that the presence of the audience increases the individual's drive level, and that as the drive level increases, the probability of the emission of the dominant response increases. When the dominant response is the correct response, performance and drive level have a positive linear relationship. The inverted-U hypothesis asserts that increasing the level of arousal in the performing individual facilitates the quality of the performance up to an optimum, after which additional arousal causes a decrease in quality.
The inverted-U hypothesis does not rule out a positive linear relationship under certain circumstances, and can also accommodate the literature supporting an optimal arousal level; thus it supersedes the drive theory hypothesis. But since we cannot know the endpoints of the arousal continuum, the inverted-U hypothesis cannot be refuted (Martens, 1974) . Evidence of a linear arousal-performance function can always be explained by claiming that the arousal level was not high enough and that higher levels are needed for a performance decrement. "Consequently, a more fruitful strategy at this point may be not to view the inverted-U hypothesis as being correct or incorrect but instead to regard it as an issue of specifying the parameters for when it is correct" (Martens, 1974, p. 178) .
Social facilitation is conceptualized to be a three component process: audience characteristics, arousal, and performance. The main finding of research into audience characteristics is that the evaluative potential of an audience, as perceived by the subject, is the main contributor to increases in the subject's arousal level (Cottrell, 1968; Cottrell, Wack, Sekerak, & Rittle, 1968; Henchy & Glass, 1968; Paulus & Murdoch, 1971; Sasfy & Okun, 1974) . Further, the higher this potential is perceived to be, the higher the level of arousal induced within the individual (Cohen & Davis, 1973) .
The exact relationship between the presence of an audience and arousal level is not known at this time, for no study has examined the effects of a constant audience condition on the different aspects of arousal. Until this is done we cannot directly compare experiments which measure different arousal dimensions.
